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Karan v/s State NCT of  Delhi (27.11.2020)

Background: 

Sec.357, 357A of CrPC entitles the victim of an offence to rehabilitation in form of money 

compensation by the accused or the state in case the accused is incapable. Here, the term 

‘victim’ includes the family members of the victim also.

This section is supported by Article 21 of the constitution of India which includes the speedy 

trial to justice, justice to victim under the scope of right to life and liberty.

Denial of compensation to victim in pursuance to Sec.357A of CrPC is a violation of Article 

21 of the Constitution: Calcutta HC

Article 38,39 of the Constitution provides the state to work for public welfare without any 

discrimination, so the sttae must look into the welfare of the victim also.

In this case, the appellants stabbed the victim with a knife. The victim suffered fatal injuries 

and the appellants were convicted under Sec.302/34 of IPC.



Hearings:
The appeal came up before the Division Bench on 16th July,2020. On 10th August,2020, the ld. 

Addl. Sessions Judge passed the judgment in favour of the respondents and the question 

regarding the jurisdiction of the Judge was solved. The bail applications of the appellants were 

dismissed as infructuous.

But the matter was further referred to a larger bench, considering the important questions of 

law relating to Criminal Justice System involved in the case.

The Counsel for Appellant, the Counsel for HC, the Standing Counsel, the Amicus Curiae- all 

submitted that that there is a need for framing of guidelines to award compensation under 

Sec.357 of CrPC. They said that the lower courts are not conducting any inquiries to know:

a) The impact of crime on the victim

b) Paying capacity of the accused

Here, the judgment of the case was in favour of the victim and the 

appeal questioning the jurisdiction of the judge was also rejected but 

what about the pecuniary compensation that is to be paid as per 

Sec.357 of CrPC.



A question arises that whether the Courts have a duty to advert 

to the question of awarding compensation? 

Ankush Shivaji Gaikwad judgment of SC was referred where 

the SC held that Sec.357 confers power along with a duty to 

apply it’s mind while deciding a question of awarding or 

refusing compensation in every criminal case.

Judgment:
The Honorable Court held that Sec.357 of CrPC confers a duty on the Court to apply 

it’s mind to the question of awarding or refusing compensation in every criminal case.

The Court held that the lower Courts must also remain oblivious to the provisions of 

sec 357 of CrPC.

The Court ordered that interim compensation of ten lakhs to be paid to the victim, 

without any prejudice to any other rights or remedies of the victim family in other 

proceedings.



After an accused is convicted, the Court should constitute an Inquiry Committee to determine:

1. The injury suffered by the victim

2. Cost incurred by the prosecution

3. Paying capacity of the accused

Sec.357A  is an extension of support to victim in addition to Sec.357 where the accused is 

incapable or not identified or discharged and it is the obligation of the Courts to give 

meaning to this amended Section.

The Honorable Court also formulated the format of Victim Impact Report (VIR) to be filed b 

the District Legal Services Authority in every criminal case after conviction to disclose the 

impact of crime on the victim.

The judgment of the Addl. Sessions Judge was upheld.



Sanjeet Sandha v/s State of  Odisha (10.06.2020)

Background:

The petitioner in this case is in police custody, booked under Sec.s 285,307 of IPC 

and is seeking bail under Sec. 439 of CrPC 

7.11.2019- FIR was registered against the petitioner under Sec.s 285,307 IPC

8.11.2019- Petitioner was taken into custody

6.12.2019- the petitioner moved a regular bail before ld. SJDM, Rairakhol

27.02.2020- again filed bail application before Addl. Sessions Judge, Rairakhol

.                  



Hearings:
Learned Counsel for the petitioner- The petitioner has been falsely implicated and is simply a 

victim of the circumstances. The petitioner has been languishing in jail custody since 8.11.19 and 

therefore,deserves to be enlarged on bail.

Additional Standing Counsel for State- The petitioner is ill-tempered and had the ‘mens rea’ to kill 

the victim as he was fully aware of the consequences of his action.

The statement of the victim(Harihar Purohit) along with the statements of witnesses were also 

considered under Sec.161 of CrPC.



The injury report showed 30-35% of deep 

injuries sustained due to catching of fire.

The final report filed on 31.1.2020 cleared the 

following four points:

1. The petitioner was fully aware of the 

consequences of his action

2. He was a hot-headed person

3. The witnesses were aware of the ill-

tempered nature of the petitioner being tere 

at the spot where the offence was 

committed.

4. The victim had at no point provoked the 

petitioner.



Judgment:

The facts and circumstances of the case makes it a fit case for awarding of compensation 

to the victim under Sec.357A of CrPC.

The Odisha State Legal Services Authority was liable to pay the necessary compensation 

after calculation of all the medical expenses, sufferings, as payable under the Odisha 

Victim Compensation Scheme,2017. The court ordered the OSLSA to pay the appropriate 

compensation within four weeks after pronouncement of the judgment.

The Court also held that the Trial Court should award a reasonable amount as interim 

award to the victims, especially to the poor and underprivileged for the purpose of 

meeting their medical expenses.

And the bail application of the petitioner under Sec.439 was dismissed.



Background:

In this case, a question of seminal importance has arisen. The question arose was-

whether the application under Sec.357A(4) is retrospective or prospective in 

operation?

According to Sec.357A, the victim or his/her dependants are empowered to claim 

compensation from the State when the accused has not been identified or traced 

and no trial has taken place.

In this case, Sri Srivadas succumbed to his injuries in a motor vehicle accident on 

26.03.2008.

District Collector v/s District Legal Service 

Authority (22.12.2020)



In 2003, the legal heirs of late Sri Srivadas applied to DLSA, 

Alappuzha-seeking compensation from the State under 

Sec.357A(4) of CrPC,1973.

State of Kerala was directed to pay Rs.3,03,000 as 

compensation to the legal heirs as per Sec.357A(4) of CrPC.

Hearings:

Arguments from petitioner’s side:

1.  Learned Senior Govt. Pleader-

.  The direction to the state to pay compensation to the dependants of a victim under 

Sec.357A(4) for a crime occurred before the commencement of this provision,is wholly 

unfair and contrary to statutory prescription.

CrPC is a substantive law and is interpreted as prospective statute unless it 

expressly or impliedly stipulates it’s retrospective effect.



Arguments from respondent’s side:

.1. Learned Counsel-

Sec.357A is retrospective in its application.

The concept of Sec.357A is similar to the concept of joint tortfeasor under

.    civil law.

.     This concept of victim’s justice in terms of rehabilitation is inherent under Article 21 of the               

Constitution of India. Sec. 357A(4) provides the mode to give compensation to the victim.

2. Advo. Keerthivas Giri-

The compensation paid to the victim under Sec.357 is punitive and the compensation 

paid to the victim under Sec.357A is rehabilitative,the source of which is traceable to 

Article 21 of the Constitution of India.



Judgment:

Generally, the substantive law is prospective and procedural law is retrospective in 

operation. Sec.357A(1),(4) and(5) of CrPC is substantive. On one hand, it explicits a right 

upon the victim to obtain an award of compensation or rehabilitation and on the other 

hand, it imposes an obligation on the state to pay compensation to the victim.

The Court held that the victim is entitled to claim compensation even if the offence is 

committed before the date of commencement of the provision I.e. Sec.357A

Sec.357A is not retrospective but it was held that a prospective benefit will be given to the 

victim on some antecedent fact.



Conclusion: 

Victim compensation is a basic human right which is recognised in modern criminology and 

victimology. The state does not have the only duty to punish the offendor. The state has the 

duty to redress the victim in its true sense. The dispense of justice must include making the 

victim to go back to original position  where he/she was, before the commission of crime.


